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GASOLINE CHAIN SAW

GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
1. Before using the gasoline chain saw read the operation manual carefully, it is included to the set of 
the gasoline chain saw.
2. Do not use gasoline chain saw  if you are tired, under the influence of alcohol or drugs, with illness 
and unwellness. Gasoline chain saw  is a dangerous tool. You should be rested and physically 
vigorous.
3. Use special boots, goggles, headwear and other overalls.
4. Hold the saw with both hands. Hold the saw as intended. A right on grip will help you keep control of 
the saw in case of backblow or other unexpected jumps.
5. With your left hand, hold the saw by the support front arc next to the brake, with your right hand grasp 
the handle on the gas control side – even if you are left-handed.
5. Keep hands dry clean and without oil or fuel mixture.
6. Sawing standing slightly to the side. So you can avoid injury as a result of a back impact, if it 
happens.
7. Carry the saw with a clamped chain brake in the direction of the silencer away from oneself. Rather 
when moving to another place of sawing, damp down the saw. When transporting the gasoline chain 
saw, always use the appropriate scabbard.
8. Try not to saw at arm's length and above the shoulder height.
9. Saw firmly standing on the supporting surface. Do not use gasoline chain saw on a tree or on a stairs 
if you do not have special skills.
10. To avoid the risk of backblow, make sure the area in which you are sawing is free of obstacles. Do 
not allow the saw chain to come into contact with nail and wire residues or hard concrete surfaces.
11. If felling a tree before the tree falls, make sure you have a safe place and a plan for a quick retreat.
12. Be careful in the case of the tree fall, the saw in the side of the saw cut closes and clamps the saw. 
In this case, a strong drive to pull the tire component, letting the chain to rotate freely, i.e. to remove the 
brakes.
13. Be extremely careful when cutting small bushes and seedlings. During sawing the bush, the 
pressure on the ends of the brush woods creates a saw; the pressure disappears and the saw by inertia 
goes in the direction of sawing. Keep this in mind to avoid damages of the extremities.
14. Do not allow others to stand in the area of the gasoline chain saw. Keep animals at a distance.
15. Keep the saw side away from all parts of the body when the engine is running.
16. Do not use the gasoline chain saw  if it is damaged, improperly adjusted or not fully assembled. In 
our workshop there was a sad case of serious injury, when the loose clutch flew at full speed when 
testing a brand new inexperienced master and break through the head of a neighboring master. 
Fortunately, the master is already all right. Make sure the sawing chain stops moving when trigger 
control of the flap valve is released.
17. If you are not aware about the technical conditions of your saw, please consult with specialist.
18. Follow the maintenance instructions of the gasoline chain saw manufacturer. If there is no instruc-
tion, please consult with your dealer or repair shop for advice.
19. Use sawing chains only specified by the manufacturer or equivalent. Sawing chain standards affect 
not only the performance, but also the safety of the backblow, as well as maintaining the proper tension 
of the saw chain. A loose chain can jump off the tire component and injure the operator.
20. Maintenance and repair of the gasoline chain saw, except for the points mentioned in the mainte-
nance instructions, shall be carried out by qualified specialists. Improper maintenance may cause to 
damage the saw and pose the risk to the user.
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EXPLANATION OF P.I.T. TRADEMARK
P.I.T. Progressive Innovational Technology
Currently, 10 kinds of mechanical and electrical equipment are produced under the P.I.T. trademark. In 
terms of sales, gasoline chain saws occupy one of the leading positions.
Each letter and number in the designation of the model of P.I.T gasoline chain saw has the meaning.
For example, GCS45-D1
GCS – gasoline chain saw
45 – engine volume
D1 –  modification series
INTENDED USE
Gasoline chain saw. Other names: "petrol chain saw" or "powersaw". The saw is used for felling and 
cross-cutting. The model is easy for transporation and easy for handle.
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The gasoline chain saw has the following operation principle:
- filling the cylinder with a fuel mixture
- its compression
- ignition of the mixture
- expansion of gases and cleaning of cylinders from gases

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

GCS45-D1 GCS52-D1

  GCS45-D1 GCS52-D1 
Engine capacity 45 cc 52 cc 
Length of guide tire component   400 mm 450 mm 
Tank capacity 450 ml 450 ml 
Oil tank capacity 260 ml 260 ml 
No-load speed 9,000 rpm 10,000 rpm 
Rated power output 2,000 W / 2.7 HP 2,200 W / 3 HP 
Weight 5.6 kg 5.8 kg 
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FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES AND FEATURES OF THE GASOLINE CHAIN 
SAW

Functional Capabilities:
The products have high power, high efficiency of sawing, low cost of felling and 
many other advantages. Gasoline chain saw has already become the main tech-
nique for forest harvesting by hand method.
As an antivibration system gasoline chain saw are springs and high-strength 
rubber shock absorbers. The shape of the sprocket is the right gear, which makes 
the installation of the chain simple and convenient. In this regard, the functionality 
of the saw is suitable for the following jobs: felling, forest harvesting, crosscutting, 
sawing of the cross-ties for railroads. 
Features:
1. The new design of the saw case is streamlined, which makes it comfortable and 
reliable to handle.
2. Comfortable handles of ergonomical shape.
3. Low and plane noise level during operation.
4. The on/off control of the self-blocking type, which provides additional safety 
during operation.
5. Anti intermittent braking system, which makes the operation quiet and safe.
6. Automatic lubrication system, which significantly increases the efficiency.
7. Carburetor of high quality, due to which the tool life is prolonged.
8. It has an easy start, is equipped with a pressure reducing valve, which reduces 
fuel consumption and time when starting the tool.

GASOLINE CHAIN SAW ASSEMBLY 
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1.CHAIN
has good strength, sharply sharpened cutting teeth. The 
motion direction is indicated on the chain surface. With 
each use of the chain, attention must be paid to the chain 
rotation direction.

2.SAW TIRE COMPONENT
Used to rotate the chain. The current guide tire compo-
nent has good wear proof characteristics.

3.BRAKE ASSEMBLY
It is designed to instantly stop the chain during a reverse 
impact, which sometimes occurs when a rotating chain 
(especially the end of the tire component) is touched 
quickly or accidentally to a tree. The tire component thus 
receives a sharp impact, throwing it upwards or to the  
side.

4.MAIN HANDLE
Handle with the anti-slip effect, which creates comfort for 
the hands during the tool operation.

5.SAFETY KEY
divided into upper and lower,
keys:
a)security key
b)operation key
To start work, you need to press the security key, and then 
the operation key. The safety key provides control during 
operation of the gasoline chain saw, prevents the 
occurrence of an accident in the event of control loss of 
the tool.

6.CASE
Case components:
a)air cylinder
b)piston
c)carburetor
Inside the cylinder there is a piston with piston rings. The 
piston reciprocates, converting the pressure of the 
burning fuel mixture into mechanical operation.

7.TENSION CHAIN SCREW
is located on the sprocket and the guide tire component 
cover. Serves for tensioning / loosening the chain.

8.SILENCER
serves to exhaust the burnt gases to the atmosphere and 
reduce the noise level during operation.
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RULES OF OPERATION
In the following situations, you must immediately turn off the tool.
1. When the saw chain touches another object (it is necessary to inspect the damage before restarting)
2. During operation, there were extraneous noise and unusual vibration (it is necessary to inspect and 
troubleshoot)
3. The operator leaves the work place of the gasoline chain saw
4. if a tree trunk or log shift is detected
5. During crosscutting

Persons not allowed to work with gasoline chain saw
1. Minors and older persons
2. Persons with poor health and people with disabilities
3. Persons under influence of alcohol and narcotic drugs

Before operating, pay attention to the following points:
1. During operation it is necessary to be in safe footwear and overalls (union suit, working clothes)
2. Carefully inspect the degree of wear of gasoline chain saw, chain, guide tire component, the tension 
degree of the chain, if necessary adjust or replace
3. Check the operation of the on/off control
4. Completely inspect the work place: remove stones, metal objects, brush woods and other wastes
5. Before starting operation, determine the path of safe departure from work to a safe area
During operation:
1. The work is not allowed if the distance from the trunk to the conveyor is less than 1.5 meters
3. Before the crosscutting, first run the gasoline chain saw and work for 1 minute, to check the stroke
4. During start-up and operation, hands and feet should not be located near rotating mechanisms, 
especially from below and above the chain
5. Keep the gasoline chain saw under both hands
6. During work stand stable, it is forbidden to work standing under a tree trunk or log, as well as on a 
log
7. Eliminating the saw jamming must pay special attention to the safety of helping people
8. During operation, it is necessary to lubricate and cool the saw in a timely manner
9. Before the log is sawn off, pay attention to the direction of movement of the cut piece, after complet-
ing sawing, quickly raise the saw

In the following situations, do not operate the gasoline chain saw:
1. Proximity of people
2. Until the person who helped with the crosscutting has gone to the safe zone
3. In the working area, where the tree trunks are folded into unstable piles
4. Insufficient lighting
5. In open areas during rainy days
6. With a wind that a force greater than 5 balls
7. During a thunderstorm
8. Without the protective mechanism of an open chain, without a protective mechanism against shocks 
or in case of malfunction of these mechanisms.

After operation completion:
Every day after work, it is necessary to check all nuts, bolts, screws, inspect the degree of wear of the 
saw blade, guide tire component, sprocket. If necessary, adjust and replace.
Before long-term storage, it is necessary to clean residues of wood and dirt, remove the chain and 
guide tire component, lubricate with anti-corrosion oil. Drain the fuel flow mixture. Store in a dry place.
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MAINTENANCE
Fuel supply system maintenance
Timely clean the tank, fuel filters, inspect the oil pipeline for permeability and aging, if necessary, make a 
replacement.
Daily clean the air filter, depending on the operating need to clean more often.
The carburetor is the most important part of the fuel system of the gasoline chain saw, it is necessary to regular-
ly maintain the carburetor, maintain the patency of the pipelines, and make proper adjustments.
Inspection and cleaning of cylinders and pistons
During operation, it is necessary to clean the cylinder and pistons in time, while simultaneously inspecting the 
cylinder case, piston rings and other parts for wear. In time, inspect the cylinder walls for cracks and chips. 
When the piston is in the cylinder casing, the clearance should not exceed 1 mm. In time, inspect the needle 
bearing for wear.
Clean the cylinder case, pistons, bearings, pay attention to the removal of coal accumulation on the pistons, in 
the ring grooves, on the cylinder, in the vent, on the pressure relief valve and elsewhere. Lubricate the hole for 
the pin of the piston, the needle bearing, cylinder walls and other places with a light coat.
Starter maintenance
1. When replacing the starting cord or starting spring, first loosen the pre-tension of the starting spring.
2. Pulling the starting cord from the starting spring, be very careful that the spring does not injure the person.
3. After replacing, before assembly, lubricate the starting spring and the start shaft, then install.
Guide tire component maintenance 
At wear of a gasoline chain saw to carry out turning by an engineers file. Turning exercise in the right direction. 
Also pay attention to the angle of the left and right teeth, so that during sawing there were no deviations. To 
ensure the height of the limiting teeth, in order to avoid runout.
After the working period it is necessary to carry out maintenance and turning of the guide tire component.
During normal inspection, check the rotation of the guide wheel, add grease to the guide wheel bearing at 
certain times. Each time the fuel is refueled, a high-speed complex lithium grease must be added to the guide 
wheel bearing at the same time. Inspect the patency of the oil pan of the guide tire component and its cleanli-
ness.
When replacing and operating, ensure that the guide plate on both sides is erased synchronously, thereby 
extending the service life.
Daily maintenance of the gasoline chain saw
Daily service:
- Check the mobility, smoothness, reliability of the throttle, working at low speed.
- Check the operation of the brake mechanism, remove sawdust, oily dirt from the brake mechanism.
- Check the wear of the chain clamping device, in case of a malfunction, replace the whole.
- Inspect the air filter.
- Inspect the condition of the lubrication hole of the oil pump of the guide tire component, in addition, clean the 
foreign bodies of the guide tire component trough, lubricate the guide wheel bearing of the guide tire compo-
nent.
- Adjust the chain tension, turn the chain, check the wear of the drive wheel.
- Check the degree of wear and the serviceability of the starter and starting cord, clean the sawdust hole of the 
starter from sawdust and dirt.
- Check the operation of the stop switch, inspect the reliability of fastening all parts.
Weekly service
- Clean the carburetor, the air filter, the radiator of the case of the cylinder from sawdust and oil mud.
- inspect the starter, starting spring; clean the fan blades and air inlet.
- To clear from a deposit an ignition spark plug, to make clearance adjustment of electrodes.
- Lubricate the clutch bearing; grind the burrs on the guide tire component surface.

If there are problems with running the gasoline chain saw, check:
- The proportion of oil and petrol, the usual ratio is 1:40
- Inspect the carburetor (oil may enter the combustion chamber)
- Compression ratio
- There is no spark (check the ignition spark plug)
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TERMS OF WARRANTY SERVICE 
1. This Warranty Certificate is the only document that confirms your right to free warranty service. Without 
presenting this certificate, no claims are accepted. In case of loss or damage, the warranty certificate is not 
restored.
2. The warranty period for the electric machine is 12 months from the date of sale, during the warranty period 
the service department eliminates manufacturing defects and replaces parts that have failed due to the fault of 
the manufacturer free of charge. In the warranty repair, an equivalent operable product is not provided. 
Replaceable parts become property of service providers.
P.I.T is not liable for any damage that may be caused by operation of the electric machine.
3. Only clean tool accompanied with the following duly executed documents: this Warranty Certificate, Warranty 
Card, with all fields filled out, bearing the stamp of the trade organization and the signature of the buyer, shall 
be accepted for warranty repair.
4. Warranty repair is not performed in the following cases:
- in the absence of a Warranty Certificate and a Warranty Card or their incorrect execution;
- with failure of both a rotor and a stator of the electric engine, charring or melting of primary winding of the 
welding machine transformer, charging or starting-charging device, with internal parts melting, burn down of 
electronic circuit boards;
- if a Warranty Certificate or a Warranty Card does not correspond to this electric machine or to the form 
established by the supplier;
- upon expiration of the warranty period;
- at attempts of opening or repair of the electric machine outside the warranty workshop; making constructive 
changes and lubrication of the tool during the warranty period, as evidenced, for example, by the creases on the 
spline parts of the fasteners of non-rotational parts.
- when using electric tools for production or other purposes connected with making a profit, as well as in case 
of malfunctions related to instability of the power network parameters exceeding the norms established by 
GOST;
- in the events of improper operation (use the electric machine for other than intended purposes, attachments 
to the electric machine of attachments, accessories, etc. not provided by the manufacturer);
- with mechanical damage to the case, power cord and in case of damages caused by aggressive agents and 
high and low temperatures, ingress of foreign objects in the ventilation grids of the electric machine, as well as 
in case of damage resulting from improper storage (corrosion of metal parts);
- natural wear and tear on the parts of the electric machine, as a result of long-term operation (determined on 
the basis of the signs of full or partial depletion of the specified mean life, great contamination, presence of rust 
outside and inside the electric machine, waste lubricant in the gearbox); 
- use of the tool the purposes for other than specified in the operating instructions.
- mechanical damages to the tool;
- in the event of damages due to non-observance of the operating conditions specified in the instruction (see 
chapter “Safety Precautions” of the Manual).
- damage to the product due to non-observance of the rules of storage and transportation.
Preventive maintenance of electric machines (cleaning, washing, lubrication, replacement of anthers, piston 
and sealing rings) during the warranty period is a paid service.
The service life of the product is determined by the manufacturer and is 5 years from the date of manufacture,
The owner is notified of any possible violations of the above terms of warranty service upon completion of 
diagnostics in the service center.
The owner of the tool entrusts the diagnostic procedure to be conducted in the service center in his absence.
Do not operate the electric machine when there are signs of excessive heat, sparking, or noise in the gearbox. 
To determine the cause of the malfunction, the buyer should contact the warranty service center.
Malfunctions caused by late replacement of carbon brushes of the engine are eliminated at the expense of the 
buyer.
5. The warranty does not cover:
- replacement of parts (accessories and furniture), for example: accumulators, disks, knives, drills, bores, 
cartridges, chains, sprockets, collet clamps, buses, tensioning elements and fasteners, trim tabs, pads of 
grinders and tape machines, etc. 
- quick-wear parts, for example: carbon brushes, drive belts, glands, protective covers, guide rollers, 
guides/rails, rubber seals, bearings, timing belts and wheels, shafts, brake band, ratchet wheels and starter 
cables, piston rings, etc. Replacing them during the warranty period is a paid service.
- power cords, in case of insulation damage, power cords are subject to mandatory replacement without the 
consent of the owner (paid service), 
- casing of machine.
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P.I.T. WARRANTY CERTIFICATE

Product Name_____________________

Product Number □□□□□□□□□□□
Serial Number    □□□□□□□□□□□□□
Sale Date __________________

Trade Organization Name __________________

Dear customer!

Thank you for purchasing the P.I.T tool, and we hope that you will be satisfied with your choice. In the 

process of manufacturing the P.I.T tools pass multilevel quality control, if nevertheless your product will 

need maintenance, please contact the authorized P.I.T service centers.

Attention!

When buying, ask a seller to check the completeness and operability of the tool, to fill out the Warranty 

Certificate, the Warranty Card (the boxes shall be filled out by a seller) and to affix the seal of the trade 

organization in the Guarantee Certificate and the Warranty Card.

Warranty

By this Warranty Certificate, P.I.T. company guarantees the absence of defects of the production 

nature, both in the product itself and in its constituent components.

In the event any of the above defects are detected during the warranty period, the specialized P.I.T. 

service centers shall repair the product and replace the defective spare parts free of charge.

The warranty period for P.I.T. electric machines is 12 months from the date of sale.

“The warranty maintenance terms acknowledged and accepted. The operability and completeness of 
the product are checked in my presence. No claims on quality and appearance.”

Buyer’s Signature_______________  Surname (legibly) __________________

Phone _______________________

Place of Seal
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